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Iceotope Technologies Limited is a Sheffield-based technology business supplying a
patented cooling platform for the IT industry. Iceotope delivers chassis-level precision
immersion cooling, bringing game-changing reductions in energy and water
consumption, helping data centre owners reduce their carbon footprint significantly,
whilst cost-effectively managing the explosive growth in data.

Over the last year, despite the challenging conditions, Iceotope has been able to
announce a partnership with Lenovo to deliver the industry’s first commercially
available integrated chassis-level immersion-cooled HPC micro data centre.

Iceotope has also announced the world’s first prefabricated, modular data centre with
chassis-level precision immersion cooling, enabling high-performance processing and
security at the Edge with partners Schneider Electric and Avnet.

Iceotope, in partnership with Schneider Electric, the leading data centre supplier and
Avnet, a worldwide IT integrator and distributor, launched the industry's first
commercially available integrated rack with chassis-based immersive liquid cooling.

Optimised for compute-intensive applications, the solution combines a high-powered
GPU server with Iceotope's liquid cooling technology to increase energy efficiency

And most recently Iceotope announced an OEM agreement with Hewlett Packard
Enterprise to provide liquid cooling at the Edge. The new agreement
delivers Iceotope’s liquid-cooled chassis with HPE ProLiant servers in any remote
environment.

Whilst based in Sheffield, Iceotope is also engaging with customers such as Eco Data
Centre, in Sweden. This will be the first global use-case to be installed at the climate
positive data centre.
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“Iceotope’s global reach 
and market opportunity is 

incredible. 
Having our hard work to 

date recognised but 
importantly our significant 
international traction and 

being recognised as a 
Global Player in the 

Chamber Business Awards 
demonstrates the growing 

understanding of 
Iceotope’s precision 

chassis-level immersion 
cooling technologies and 

the positive impact 
they’re having on the 
global economy and 

environment.”

David Craig
CEO
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Chassis-level precision immersion cooling by Iceotope provides data centre operators
with the means to design and operate capital and energy-efficient sustainable facilities,
with lower operating costs. Their technologies require less infrastructure and less power
than conventional approaches to data centre cooling, at the same time maximising the
use of valuable technical space.

In new Edge environments, where IT services need to be located close to people and
things, immersion cooling is the ideal solution, due to its ease of deployment and
greatly reduced maintenance needs.

Iceotope’s liquid cooling works using two pumped circuits, de-coupled by a plate heat
exchanger. The first circuit consists of a dielectric coolant that immerses and harvests
heat from every component on the heat-generating electronics and circulates
continuously within a fully sealed chassis.
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